
Building a missional community through social enterprise 
 

 Introduction 
 about Matryoshka Haus  
  Matryoshka Haus is a charity that develops creative solutions for social change.  We 
do this through social justice projects, arts projects and social enterprises.  (Our work flows out of a 
sense of mission and what it means to be human in our world today) 
  Throughout all of work we seek to practice hospitality, foster collaboration and 
create good practice. 
  Through all of our projects we are seeing a missional community formed... a 
community that is externally focused and also committed to one another and doing life together. 
  We are inspired by Clapham Sect whom you couldn't measure in terms of "creative 
church" but rather through the "transformation of society" 
 “mission shaped church” 
 

 About social enterprise 
  Bit of a buzz in society today 
   Historically it is where the likes of Cadbury, Boots, and Guinness etc. fit in 
   Has had a bit of resurgence 
   I'm inspired b/c it is a move away from the dependency model to  
   income generation 

  It fits well with community and we can learn a lot from the historical 
monastic communities that were enterprising, creating great products and changing the 
economies of local area. 

 

 I'm inspired by social enterprise  
   doing good sector is exploding 
   what that means/ what we can learn from that 
   

 Activity-- Popcorn and Bullying 
  Issue -- Bullying (about to be declared a Human Rights Issue) 
  Material to Leverage -- popcorn 
 5 minutes groups of 3 -5.. to come up wtih 
 How to use popcorn to address issue of bullying AND to create an income/sustainability/zero 
funding. 
Share outcomes from activity. 
 
 

 Points to drive home -- not in this order 
1. Social Enterprise is showing new ways of doing things.  Creativity is key.   Creativity forces  
collaboration and teamwork 
2. Social Enterprise .... Forces partnership -- Collaboration Not Competition 2.  hospitality is key---
(see quote below by Andrew Mawson) -- Everyone is welcome to participate --- this is key for MH. 
3.  Road blocks are good opportunities  (refocus, prayer, bring others in)! 
4.  Model that tends to allow one to lead from the centre 5.  Creates creative tensions and brings out 
mental models/hidden persuaders-- assumptions --- this tends to bring to the surface more 
questions of faith. 
6. Mission.. sent/ externally focused... for the world ... not for us! 
social enterprise differs from ethical business b/c it is first and foremost about the social mission.... 
which tends to align with a mission focus instead of a gathered focus. 
 



Go back to benefits of social enterprise 
 Clear sense of social mission 
 lone rangers don't work 
 allows you to lead from the center 
 social enterprise is missional and it is about doing good 
  
--- what we are seeing in MH -- predominately b/c we started small and are bootstrapping it all: 
 people have to pull together  
 task is bigger than us 
 we are having to ask over and over again is it making a difference?  and  
 why are we doing this? 
  
 Andrew Mawson, bromley by bow centre, "It's the people bit that matters  
 in social enterprise" 
 
Articles: 
 Harvard Business Review-- Can Social Entrepreneurs Change the World 
 Stanford Social Innovation-- Social Entrepreneurs have to quit throwing  
  starfish 
 From CSR to QBL 
 
Quesions: 
 was the clapham sect a missional community? 
 were they sodal or model? 
 were they social entrepreneurs? 
 
 
 


